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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a segmentation method of continu-
ous lecture speech into topics. A lecture includes several topics
but it is difficult to judge their boundaries. To solve this prob-
lem, transcriptions obtained by spontaneous speech recognition
of a lecture speech is associated with the textbook used in the
lecture. This method showed high performance of the topic seg-
mentation with an average of 93.7%. Incorporating this method,
we constructed a system where we can view an interesting part
of lecture videos, by specifying the chapters or sections as well
as keywords.

1. Introduction
Due to computer progress and their wide spread in the world,
various information has been accumulated in large quantities.
However, it is still difficult to retrieve required information effi-
ciently. Especially, in the educational field, systems are strongly
required which can present the information on demand from
accumulated data. In this paper, we propose a system to re-
trieve an interesting part of lecture videos efficiently on demand,
based on automatic topic segmentation of a lecture speech, us-
ing spontaneous speech recognition techniques.

In lecture videos, a lecture proceeds according to a text-
book. Usually one lecture contains several topics, each of which
correspond to sections in the textbook. Therefore, one lecture
can be segmented into topics using the textbook. A user can
study the subject using the video and textbook so that, if the
video is segmented into topics, the user can easily access and re-
peatedly view an interesting or inversely incomprehensive top-
ics in the video.

However there are some problems in segmenting the lecture
speech into topics. First, speech recognition is difficult in lec-
ture due to disfluency such as repetition, mistakes and rephras-
ing caused by spontaneous characteristics, compared to news
speech or address speech. Second, it is difficult to perform the
topic segmentation at good accuracy because the cue is weak to
detect the topic boundaries compared to news speech.

It may be possible to detect the topic boundaries by extract-
ing the keywords signing the purpose or result because even the
lecture proceeds according to some flow such as plan-do-see.
Therefore it can detect boundaries between large topics, but it
is difficult to detect the boundaries between small topics.

To solve these problems, in this paper, we propose follow-
ing two methods. First, to improve the spontaneous speech
recognition in lecture video, unsupervised adaptation of an
acoustic model is employed and keyword indices in the text-
book is added to the unknown word category in the language
model. The keyword indices are the words judged to be im-
portant by the author of the textbook. Therefore, the accurate
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ition of the keyword indices is important for topic seg-
tion of the lecture speech.
cond, to improve the topic segmentation, the textbook

n the lecture is utilized. Since small topics are included in
tbook and the lecture follows it, the boundaries between
topics can be detected by associating the transcriptions
ed through spontaneous speech recognition of a lecture
with the textbook used in the lecture.
this paper, we describe the spontaneous speech recogni-

f the lecture speech in section 2. Next, in section 3, the
egmentation by associating with the textbook is described
with TF-IDF and the vector space model which are basic
logies in topic segmentation. Finally, the experimental
and a topic retrieval system based on these techniques are
in section 4.

2. Lecture speech recognition
peech recognition system

baseline LVCSR system, we adopted 2-pass search
y[1][2]. At the 1st-pass, a word graph is generated us-

e lexical tree search with bigram language model. Then,
2nd-pass, the best sentence is searched in the word graph
the acoustic score computed at the 1st-pass and trigram
ge model.

coustic model

ic acoustic model is a context-dependent triphone and was
d using 21,783 sentences spoken by 137 males collected
NAS (Japanese Newspaper Article Sentences) corpus [3].
1 shows the experimental conditions for acoustic analysis.
order to absorb the acoustic mismatch between training
and real lecture speech, MLLR (Multiple linear regres-

adaptation technique is employed[4]. At first, the input
e speech is recognized using a basic acoustic model and
nguage model. Then the transcription obtained from the

recognition is used for MLLR adaptation.

Table 1: Acoustic analysis and HMM

Sampling frequency 16kHz
Feature parameter MFCC (39 dimensions)
Analysis frame length 20ms
Analysis frame shift 10ms
Analysis window Hamming window



2.3. Language model

Language model was trained by 186 lecture speech transcrip-
tions (549,612 words) available from CSJ (The Corpus of Spon-
taneous Japanese). CSJ is a spontaneous Japanese speech cor-
pus collected under the Japanese national project [5]. Here, all
the experiments were conducted using the bigram model. Vo-
cabulary size of language model is 10K.

2.4. Keyword set

For the topic segmentation, the keywords are important to dis-
criminate different topics. From this viewpoint, we put keyword
indices listed at the end of the textbook into the unknown word
category of the language model. The number of keyword in-
dices depends on the lecture contents, varying from 259 to 594
for one lecture.

2.5. Experimental result

Two sets of lecture speech with about 40 minutes duration re-
spectively were used for evaluation in the speech recognition.
Here, each lecture speech was divided automatically by detect-
ing sections with the power lower than some threshold. The di-
vided speech data is called utterance hereafter. Therefore, one
utterance does not necessarily correspond to meaningful and
grammatically correct Japanese sentence.

The recognition experiment was carried out. The results are
shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Table 2 shows the word recog-
nition rate, namely word correct and word accuracy. On the
other hand, Table 3 shows the correct rate of the keyword in-
dices, namely the ratio of the correctly recognized keywords to
the truly existing keywords.

The word recognition for the speech data Lec2 is lower than
that of Lec1. This can be attributed to the unclearness and the
lower power at the end of utterances in Lec2. The keywords im-
portant for topic segmentation achieved high correct rate about
91.1% at average, even there is about 5% difference between
the speech data Lec1 and Lec2.

Table 2: Recognition result (%)
Correct Accuracy

Lec1 61.7 58.23
Lec2 50.5 42.03
Average 56.1 50.1

Table 3: Correct rate of
keyword indices (%)

Correct
Lec1 93.64
Lec2 88.73
Average 91.2

3. Method of topic segmentation
3.1. Overview

The recognition result of the lecture speech is a sequence of
transcribed sentences (utterances). The purpose of the topic
segmentation is to divide this sequence of recognized sentences
into sections or chapters where the meaning is coherent by as-
sociating them with the textbook. For this purpose, a vector is
created from respective section in the textbook. We call this
vector a topic vector. Consequently, the topic vectors are cre-
ated by the number of chapters and sections in the textbook.

The easiest way for the topic segmentation is to regard a
sentence in the recognized speech as a vector. We call this vec-
tor a lecture vector here. Then the similarity is computed be-
tween a sequence of lecture vectors and the topic vectors. If a
sequence of lecture vectors from the recognized speech is well
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ed with some topic vector from the textbook, then the sec-
r chapter is identified.
owever, it is easily understood that a sentence is too short
ector so that more longer section including several sen-
is desired. We call this long section as an analysis section
wn in Figure1. The lecture vector from this analysis sec-
created by extracting nouns and computing their weight
analysis section because nouns correspond to keyword

s and plays an important role to discriminate the topic
nces.
our experiment, the analysis section includes 10 sen-
based on a preliminary experiment and shifted as shown

ure1. For the morphological analysis to extract nouns,
n[6] was used. As for noun weight, TF-IDF was em-

to reduce the falsely recognized nouns and unimportant
which appears all over the analysis sections. The sim-
is computed between a lecture vector and topic vectors
a cosine function in a vector space. Then the topic vec-
found with the highest similarity to a lecture vector and
tion or chapter is associated. The details of TF-IDF and
rity computation are described in the following section.

Analysis section 1

Analysis section 2

Analysis section 3

Lecture speech

Figure 1: Analysis section for lecture speech

F-IDF

F is shown in Eq.(1). If the word wi appears in docu-
dj frequently, then the TF(Term Frequency) increases. If
ord wi appears in the limited number of documents, the
nverse Document Frequency) increases. The high TF-IDF
tes the word wi appears frequently in the specific docu-
. In this sense, the words with high TF-IDF are important
keywords.

· IDF = TF (wi, dj) · IDF (wi) (1)

wi, dj) = Frequency of word wi in document tj

F (wi) = log
The number of documents

Number of documents including wi

imilarity computation in vector space

tor space model is frequently used in the field of informa-
trieval. Table4 shows an example of matrix At×d whose
ns and rows correspond to documents and keyword in-
respectively. The value of the matrix element is TF-IDF
keyword indices ti in the document dj .
hen each column of A is regarded as a vector, these col-
ectors correspond to the document vectors

�
j represented

s of keyword indices. The dimension of the document
equals to the number of different words appearing in the



textbook or lecture speech. These document vectors
�

j can be
presented in a vector space.

Similarly, a query vector � can be presented in terms of
TF-IDF of keyword indices. The similar sim(

�
j , � ) between

a document vector
�

j and a query vector � can be computed
according to Eq.(2). It is well known that Eq.(2) shows an ex-
cellent retrieval performance [7]-[8].

sim(
� �

, � ) =

� � t �
‖ � � ‖‖ � ‖

=

� m
i=1(aijqi)� � m

i=1(aij)2
� � m

i=1(qi)2
(2)

Table 4: word×document matrix A
d1 d2 . . . dd

t1 a11 a12 . . . a1n

t2 a21 a22 . . . a2n

...
...

...
. . .

...
tt am1 am2 . . . amn

3.4. Post-processing

Figure 2 shows the topic segmentation process by associating a
lecture speech with the textbook. However, in this method, the
order of the lecture vectors are disregarded so that following
wrong association is caused.

1. The first lecture vector is associated with section2 in the
textbook.

2. There is a lecture vector associated with section4 just
after the lecture vector associated with section2.

3. There is a lecture vector associated with section2 just
after the lecture vector associated with section3.

These wrong association suggests that if the ith lecture vec-
tor is associated with sectionsi in the textbook, the succeeding
i + 1th lecture vector has to be associated with sectionsi or
sectionsi +1 in the textbook. According to this suggestion, fol-
lowing post-processing is carried out after the basic association
between a sequence of lecture vectors and topic vectors. Figure
3 shows an example of this post-processing.

(1) If vector i = 1, then its section si = 1.

(2) If section si+1 �= si and section si+1 �= si + 1 then
section si+1 = si.(regarding noises)

(3) In a case that section si+1 = si + 1 and si + 1 con-
tinues for m successive vectors and section si continues
for further n successive vectors, if m < n, then section
si + 1 for m vectors is changed to section si.

4. Experimental result
4.1. Experimental conditions

We carried out topic segmentation experiments to the speech
recognition result described in section2. The result of morpho-
logical analysis is shown in Table 5. In the table, ”Number of
different words” indicates the number of words after removing
the repetition from the total number of words used in the lec-
ture speech. Table 6 shows the characteristics of the lecture
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re 2: Association process between speech and textbook

Table 5: Number of noun words in lecture speech
Number of words Number of different words

c1 2423 697
c2 2104 839

Table 6: Lecture textbook
Words Different words Chapters Sections

1 1179 459 4 13
2 1180 626 4 10

ok; number of words, number of different words, number
pters and sections.
he experimental results was evaluated by ”correct rate”

in Eq.(3) before and after the post-processing described
tion3.4. True label data was manually investigated by lis-
to the lecture speech and reading the textbook.

orrect rate=

umber of lecture vectors correctly associated
Number of all lecture vectors

(3)

xperimental result

and Table8 show the result of association with the chap-
d sections in the textbook respectively. In the table, (a)
) show the result before and after post-processing respec-

total, high correct rate was achieved, especially it was
in chapter association. On the other hand, the correct
section association was 89.0%, a little lower than the

r. It can be explained that the feature of the section was
than the chapter as a topic because the number of words
n a section is less than those in a chapter.

etrieval and browsing system

on the described speech recognition and topic segmenta-
e constructed a retrieval and browsing system of lecture

. This system is composed of the following three com-
ts. Figure4 shows an interface windows including three
nents.

Video display

Contents browser



(1) The first lecture vector is not associated
with Section1 in the textbook.

4 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3

⇓
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3

(2) Section1 and Section4 do not locate just
after Section2

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 3 3

⇓
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3

(3) Since Section2 continues longer than Sec-
tion3, Section3 has to be changed to Sec-
tion2.

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3

⇓
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3

Figure 3: Example of post-processing

• Retrieval window

The video display is a window where a specified lecture
video is displayed. In the contents browser, table of contents
in the textbook is hierarchically displayed. When a user select
the first lecture, the chapters included in the first lecture are dis-
played. Furthermore, when he selects Chapter2 among them,
the sections included in Chapter2 are displayed. He can view a
part of the lecture video corresponding to the selected section.

In the retrieval window, the keyword indices included in the
lecture textbook are listed. These indices are internally linked
to the corresponding section. Therefore, when the user selects
one of the indices, he can view the video where the specified
index is explained.

Table 7: Result of chapter association
(a) Before

post-processing
Correct(%)

Lec1 80.2
Lec2 88.0
Total 84.1

(b) After
post-processing

Correct(%)
Lec1 98.6
Lec2 97.9
Total 98.3

Table 8: Result of section association
(a) Before

post-processing
Correct(%)

Lec1 60.4
Lec2 74.9
Total 67.7

(b) After
post-processing

Correct(%)
Lec1 91.1
Lec2 86.9
Total 89.0
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Figure 4: Interface windowin a retrieval system

5. Conclusion
s paper, we proposed a method for topic segmentation
ture videos by associating lecture speech with the lec-
xtbook. The association was performed by computing
ilarity between topic vectors and a sequence of lecture

s obtained through spontaneous speech recognition. The
of the topic segmentation showed high accuracy, 98.3%
association with chapters in the textbook. We also con-
d a system to retrieve and browse the lecture video by

ying the section, chapter or keyword indices.
future, we are planning to study topic segmentation with-

e textbook and to increase the number of lecture videos to
e and browse in the constructed system.
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